Rowing
for all !

www.liteboat.com

At Liteboat, we are convinced that rowing brings many
benefits to your physical and mental health.
For many of us our busy days lack physical activity, but we still
need a way to release stress and free our minds. Recreational
rowing is a moderate non-impact activity.
When rowing, you use all the muscles in your legs, back and
arms, in a fluid motion so you glide across the water.
This helps you recharge your batteries and relax your body
without physical strain. You will also become more flexible.
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Find some water, place your boat, install the oars, and take
your first stroke...
The glide. The silence. The feeling of being one with nature, is
a feeling we too often forget.
Beyond the technology, the advanced equipment, the
performance, our boats are designed to offer you these
precious moments. Moments that we love as much as you will.
WELCOME AT LITEBOAT, LET YOURSELF BE FREE...

Returning from an Atlantic crossing (2009) then from an
adventure in the ice of the Northwest Passage in 2010 (always
rowing solo), I wanted a new rowing boat. I was looking for an
easy, stable and light shell.
A boat to go for a safe row in Corsica or in Brittany, that gives
the same gliding feeling as a skiff (competition river boat). I
wanted to be able to manage it alone and carry it on the roof of
my car.
I searched for the boat in vain: it didn't exist! Fast competition
boats could be found, but they were too unstable and fragile,
and coastal rowing shells were far to heavy for me.
The meeting with Sam Manuard, a talented naval architect and
sailor, made it possible to design a new concept of recreational
rowing boat.
Liteboat was born.
Mathieu BONNIER

Founder of Liteboat

NEW

LITESPORT 1X ON BOURGET LAKE (FRANCE)

LiteSPORT 1X
Discover, improve, dream away!
"Winter has always been a difﬁcult season for rowing,
synonymous of ergo sessions in the gym. On unstable
boats, the idea of rowing on glacial waters, sometimes

<130kg
<286lbs

30kg

66lbs

26kg

57lbs

5m

16.4ft

rough, is not so inviting! But on Christmas day, I took

This boat is our best-seller, the one that will make you

the ﬁrst strokes in the new LiteSport 1X, which

want to row and that will follow you for years.

removed these fears. The boat glides perfectly and its

Compact (5m), very stable, its glide is exceptional.

hull is reassuringly stable. In thick fog, all the noises

Like all of our other boats, it's equiped with fast

were mufﬂed, the lake was all mine. In my own world, I

mounting riggers. Its rear storage net allows you to

was focused on my rowing and the movement of the

carry your lifejacket our equipment easily. The

boat. What other sport could bring me such feelings?

LiteSport 1X is made for all, from beginners to

Stable, fast, light. This boat will follow me to the end of

experts, who are looking for an easy, light and

my life !"

versatile boat to row on the sea, rivers or lakes.

Mathieu, lake of Bourget, France

LITESPORT 2X IN FLORIDA (USA)

LiteSPORT 2X
Go explore the word together!
<200kg
<440lbs

46kg

101lbs

42kg

93lbs

5,5m
18ft

"We truly enjoy rowing and exploring in our LiteSport
2X. The stability and performance encourages us to
have weekly rows near our home, but also to explore

The LiteSport 2X is the ultimate touring and

new places. The ability to car top the boat and take it

expedition-bivouac boat. With its comfort and

anywhere we want has allowed us to row in the Gulf

unsinkable hull stability, the discovery of wild coasts

waters of Florida, the mountain lakes of North Carolina,

and unreachable places is made possible! Handy and

the coastal waters of Connecticut and the ﬁnger lakes

light, its contained size will allow you to put it easily

of New Hampshire. There is room on deck to carry

on the roof of your car. You'll be able to carry your

things we want to access while rowing, and plenty of

equipment for day trips.

dry storage space inside the hull for things we like to
carry on longer trips. The LiteSport 2X lets us safely
answer the call of the sea and beyond."
James & Shelley, Florida, USA

LITERIVER IN PRAGUE (CZECH REPUBLIC)

LiteRIVER
A fast and light boat for calm waters
« The arrival of spring on the Vltava river is an
opportunity for me to ﬁnally row solo! After my ﬁrst
training session in the fall in a gig-boat to learn the

<75kg

<165lbs

<110kg
<242lbs

27kg

22kg

59.5lbs 48.5lbs

5,6m

18.4ft

movement, and despite the apprehension, I was able

This boat is a stable leisure training skiff, its compact

to get started with the LiteRiver. My ﬁrst strokes were

size and reduced hull width make it the narrowest and

uncertain, but I was quickly able to gain conﬁdence

lightest boat in the LiteBoat range. Light and playful,

and lengthen the slide to take advantage of the glide.

this boat is intended for use on lakes and calm waters.

The boat is narrow, but not as narrow as a skiff, and I

According to your weight, we offer two versions: S

found great stability that allowed me to focus on my

and L, in ﬁberglass or in carbon for increased stiffness

movement without fear of capsizing. This allowed me

and lightness.

to make the most of this sunny outing and have fun
rowing alone! »
Berenika, Prague, Czech Republic

LITERACE 1X IN OSLO (NORWAY)

LiteRACE 1X
The ocean is all yours, enjoy it!
AERO

<130kg
<286lbs

FISA

30kg

66lbs

35kg

6m

77lbs

19.7ft

« My life has been in and around water, and rowing has
always been my passion. Over the years, it has become

Designed for coastal rowing, the LiteRace 1X is at the

even more important to me to spend my time outdoor.

same time thin, stable and its hull shape ensures an

As an olympic silver medalist in rowing from Seoul '88,

exceptional

carbon

it is important to me to underline that rowing is for

reinforcements offers a greater hull stiffness and

everybody. You don’t have to be an athlete to enjoy the

makes it easier to maintain direction, even in a head

speed or the response in the LiteRace carbon hull. Take

wind. Designed for competitors, this boat meets with

it out for your day-to-day personal exercise, or enjoy

FISA requirements.

local coastal regattas. Even though conditions might

glide.

The

addition

of

be rough, the LiteRace will handle your demands. »
Vetle, Olympic champion in Seoul 1988, Oslo, Norway

TECHNICAL datas

Maximum onboard weight
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Details & boat options

59.5lbs

22kg

18.4 x 2ft

59.5lbs

77lbs**

6 x 0,75m

Quick release riggers + oarlocks
Fin
Flex-feet footstretchers
Rear storage net
Large hatch

optional

optional

-

-

optional

Shoes

optional

optional

optional

optional

optional

Carrying handles

optional

optional

-

-

optional

* Boat weights are given as indication, without any contractual value.
** FISA requirement. This boat can be built at a lighter weight (30kg - 66lbs) on request.

Rear storage net

Large hatch

Shoes

Carrying handles

ACCESSORIES
Everything you need for a good start

Find more information (technical data, weights, dimensions, compatibility) on the website
www.liteboat.com

BOAT COVER

Required to protect your boat from the harmful effects of the sun and UV. Our covers in
Nylon Riptstop protect the whole boat.

DETACHABLE OARS

Manufactured in carbon ﬁber, these light oars disassemble quickly for easy
transportation (292cm/9.6ft assembled, 165cm/5.4ft disassembled, delivered in a bag).

RIGGER & OARS BAGS

In quilted Ripstop Nylon, with large zipped openings, our covers protect your oars and
riggers from bumps and scratches during transport.

LAUNCHING TROLLEY

Removable, designed in anodized aluminum with central telescopic bar, these trolleys
make it easier to launch a boat on your own. Available for all our boats.

CARBON SEAT

Ergonomic and light, our carbon seats are mounted on wheels ﬁtted with sealed stainless
steel bearings. With a height adjustable riser as an option.

SCULLING OARS

Made in Europe, these carbon/ﬁberglass sculling oars are designed for increased
comfort, efﬁciency & longevity. Standard (1550g/3.4lbs) or recreational (1850g/4.1lbs).

MIRROR

The rower faces backwards, so to allow better forward visibility, Liteboat offers a mirror
which can be ﬁxed on your boat, mounted on a ball joint.

FULL RANGE
We have the boat you need

Our range of boats has grown over the years, and beyond the boats designed for a "leisure" oriented use, we
now offer models designed for clubs and competitors, up to quads! Our priorities remain unchanged: light,
stable and easy to access for many people, while offering high level performance.

LiteRACE 2X

<60kg

7,5m

132lbs 24.6ft

Designed for sportsmen and competitors at sea (several
world titles won), with increased rigidity thanks to carbon
reinforcements, this boat is designed for speed and
stability in waves. Its half riggers allow an ease in the oar
movement, especially in the waves, and it complies with
FISA standards for competition.

LiteRACE 4X

<140kg

10,7m

309lbs 35.1ft

Dedicated to performance for competition at sea, this
high-tech carbon boat ensures rigidity, stability and
speed. With its multiple adjustment options for the
rowing stations, and its lifting ﬁn allowing increased
maneuverability, in accordance with FISA standards, it is
the perfect tool to win!

LiteQUATTRO

82kg

11m

181lbs 36.1ft

Modern carbon gig-boat, designed for speed, without
sacriﬁcing stability and comfort. Sculling or sweeping
(riggers interchangeable in a few minutes), equipped
with a lifting rudder, it allows for easy learning and is ideal
for competition. Available with open deck, or closed
(Open Water version) for rough waters.

ROW&SAIL concept
Exploring with wind and oars

Go around the small island at the other end of the lake and land your boat on the beach. Leave the bay, go to the
lighthouse on the cape and go along the coast, before bivouacing in one of the creeks where few people go.
Criss-cross the archipelago and sail
from island to island for a great
weekend. Go for a little exercise and
be in contact with the elements and
nature. With your Liteboat XP on its
trailer, you will be able to choose the
starting point of your expeditions, then
put it in the water as you would have
done with a family dinghy. Designed by
Sam Manuard, the architect of all
Liteboats, this monohull combines
rowing and sailing, using the power of your
body or the wind depending on conditions.

170kg
375lbs

6m
19.7ft

LiteXP 20

With a length of 20 feet, with a small cabin that can

accommodate two people and enough space to sleep, it is
the perfect boat for small expeditions to discover the
ocean! Its ergonomic rowing station allows it to be
propelled even without wind. Its 10m2 sail and 11m2
gennaker allows you to sail in all conditions. It also offers
large storage space for equipment and food.

LiteXP 16

5m
16.4ft

launch summer 2020

Designed as a simpliﬁed version of the XP20, with a length
of 16 feet, this boat keeps its hull, the equipment for
rowing and the sails system (optional) from its big brother.
It can also accommodate two people, however it does not
have a cabin. It's playground? Day trips along the coast,
alone or with a friend, to explore the seaside! You can if you
want travel more easily add a small electric motor (optional).

WE HAVE PARTNERS ALL AROUND THE WORLD!

WWW.LITEBOAT.COM
CONTACT@LITEBOAT.COM
+33 (0)4 76 40 46 76

